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Role of Local Metal-Site Interactions and Bulk Protein Restraints in the
Thermodynamics of Zinc Binding to a Zinc Finger Protein
Purushottam Dixit, Dilip Asthagiri.
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA.
To gain analytical insights into metal binding to proteins, we express the effec-
tive Hamiltonian of an ion binding site in a protein as a combination of the re-
straints from the protein and the instrinsic vacuum Hamiltonian of the ion
bound site. The protein restraints are described by the elastic network mode
and the vacuum Hamiltonian of the ion bound site is a generalized Hessian.
The resultant of the addition of the two quadratic forms is recast as a pure qua-
dratic form. The free energy of the ion bound protein is analytical. We apply
our model to the zinc finger peptide. The model quantitatively captures thermo-
dynamics of Zn2þ preference over its competitors Fe2þ, Co2þ, Ni2þ, and
Cd2þ in the protein binding site. We predict that a binding site with minimal
protein restraints will select for Zn2þ better than a zinc finger peptide over
Fe2þ and Ni2þ while the preference for Zn2þ over Cd2þ and Co2þ will
be diminished. We show that the inspecting the interplay between the instrinsic
modes of vibrations of the the ion-site cluster and the restraints from the pro-
teins provides a platform for completely analytical and rigorously thermody-
namic design principles for metalloproteins.
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Folding Thermodynamics and Kinetics of Lambda-Repressor from All-
Atom Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Yanxin Liu, Johan Strumpfer, Peter L. Freddolino, Martin Gruebele,
Klaus Schulten.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL, USA.
The five-helix bundle lambda repressor fragment (l6-85) is a fast-folding pro-
tein. A length of 80 residues puts it on the large end among all known fast
folders, and hence its size poses a computational challenge for molecular dy-
namics (MD) studies. We simulated the folding of l6-85 in explicit solvent using
an all-atommodel. By means of a single copy tempering method, adaptive tem-
pering sampling, we observed folding, unfolding, and refolding of l6-85 in a 6-
microsecond long trajectory. The best root mean square deviation (RMSD) rel-
ative to the crystal structure native state arising in the trajectory was 1.8 A˚.
Thermodynamic quantities, such as heat capacity and transition temperature
of the protein, were calculated from the simulation and compared with exper-
iment. The folding kinetics was investigated through a set of equilibrium MD
simulations at different temperatures that together covered more than 100 mi-
croseconds. The protein was seen to fold into the native-like topology with
RMSD relative to the crystallographic structure of less than 4 A˚. Folding path-
way and several folding intermediates were identified through cluster analysis.
The simulations suggest a new fast-folding 4-helix truncation waiting to be
tested in experiment.
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Predicting Folding Rates from Umbrella Sampled Data
Ryan M.B. Hoffman1, Anat Berger1, Patricio O. Craig1,
Elizabeth A. Komives1, Nicholas P. Schafer2, Peter G. Wolynes2.
1University of California San Diego, La Jolla, CA, USA, 2Rice University,
Houston, TX, USA.
The mechanistic interpretation of continuous molecular dynamics time series
faces well-understood challenges, primarily obtaining a statistically significant
number of folding trajectories under a sufficiently accurate force field. To avoid
some of these limitations, here we use discontinuous sampling over the folding
reaction coordinate (umbrella sampling) with a greatly simplified protein
model (three beads per amino acid), in implicit solvent. Such approaches
give thermostatistics that are consistent with a given force field, but a specific
mechanism is not (rigorously) directly inferable from thermodynamic data.
Here we present some strategies towards calculating kinetic observables
from discontinuously sampled data. We use the concept of foldons, and the
assumption of a universal, maximum folding rate, to assign folding mecha-
nisms with explicit kinetics.
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Characterizing Structural and Dynamical Impacts of Agonist- and
Antsgonist-Stabilized Mutants of the Estrogen Receptor
Christopher G. Mayne, John A. Katzenellenbogen, Emad Tajkhorshid.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL, USA.
The estrogen receptor (ER) is a ligand-regulated transcription factor belonging
to the nuclear receptor superfamily and is involved in numerous physiologicaland disease states, most notably breast cancer. Extensive mutational studies
have identified several point mutations within the binding domain that stabilize
agonist and antagonist functional states and allow for structural characteriza-
tion of the ER in these states. Characterizing differential dynamics of these mu-
tants and wildtype ER, therefore, can be used as a way to understand the nature
of conformational changes induced by binding of each class of ligands and to
characterize the impact of specific residues on the overall functional state of the
receptor.
Equilibrium molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the agonist-stabilized
Y537S structure have revealed the formation of a new hydrogen bond (S537-
D351), but challenged the role of solvent exposure for hydrophobic residues
in the enhanced stability of the mutant structures, as has been suggested based
on x-ray structures. Furthermore, we have observed the formation of transient
hydrogen bond networks surrounding the base of critical helix 12 (H12) that
were not observable from static structures. Steered MD (SMD) simulations
have also shown different unbinding modes of H12 upon applying a force per-
pendicular to the length of the helix.
Analysis of the antagonist-stabilized L536S structure indicated that the muta-
tion resulted in a 157-degree rotation of the mutated residue, repositioning
the preceding flexible loop into an ordered conformation against the protein
surface. Attempts to replicate this effect in silico by mutating the WT structure
of ER-bound hydroxytamoxifen and simulating for 20 ns resulted in only a
partial rotation of the loop. Applying a harmonic force to slowly complete
the rotation of the S536 psi angle revealed a significant energy barrier to obtain
the final mutant conformation.
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Folding Thermodynamics of a Beta-Hairpin Peptide: A Theoretical Study
Min-Yeh Tsai1,2, Jian-Min Yuan3, Yoshiaki Teranishi2, Sheng-Hsien Lin2.
1National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, 2National Chiao Tung
University, Hsinchu, Taiwan, 3Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA, USA.
Analyzing experimental data of thermodynamic properties of proteins reveals
large discrepancies existing between data obtained using different experimen-
tal methods, for example, those obtained by spectroscopy methods and those
by calorimetry. The interpretation is that some experimental methods probe
local or site-specific properties of protein, others probe global properties. To
develop a statistical mechanical model for site-specific properties of proteins
we extend the Wako-Saitoˆ-Mun˜oz-Eaton (WSME) model by introducing
a set of site-dependent parameters, Ti, which has a mid-point temperature
interpretation. This model has been applied to the GB1 C-terminal b-hairpin,
which has also been investigated using Molecular Dynamics (MD) simula-
tions. Our MD results support the novel modification to the WSME
model by providing reasonable insight into the local thermodynamic behavior
of the system. Furthermore, our model is equivalent to a statistical mechanical
formulation of the foldon behavior, identified by Englander, et al in hydrogen-
exchange (HX) experiments and other experimental techniques, e.g., absorp-
tion spectroscopy (Abs), circular dichroism (CD), small angle x-ray scattering
(SAXA), etc. Using the simple b-hairpin model as an example, we hope to
illustrate that our model is generally useful for the interpretation of site-
dependent thermodynamic properties of proteins as well as for the study of
protein folding.
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Comparison of Chemical and Thermal Protein Denaturation by Combina-
tion of Computational and Experimental Approaches
Qian Wang1, Alexander Christiansen2, Antonios Samiotakis1,
Pernilla Wittung-Stafshede2, Margaret S. Cheung1.
1Department of Physics, University of Houston, Houston, TX, USA,
2Department of Chemistry, Chemical Biological Center, Umea University,
Umea, Sweden.
Chemical and thermal denaturation has been widely used in order to investigate
the folding processes of proteins in vitro. However, a comprehensive under-
standing of relationship between chemical and thermal perturbations of pro-
teins at molecular level has been challenging. Here, we have used combined
computational and experimental approaches to investigate the denaturing effect
on structurally different, unrelated proteins. We have identified a linear rela-
tionship between thermal denaturation and chemical denaturation through the
stability of protein folding (DG) by relating the dependence of DG on temper-
ature in the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation and that of DG on urea concentration in
the linear extrapolation method.We have tested this relationship on apoazurin,
cytochrome c and apoflavodoxin by examining their structural similarities of
the ensembles perturbed by chemical versus thermal means using coarse-
grained molecular simulations at a broad range of urea concentration and
458a Tuesday, February 28, 2012temperature. We have found that the temperature of a system in the absence of
urea at Tb is linearly proportional to the temperature of the same system under
low urea concentration at Tu at a slope of one. The slope of this linear corre-
spondence deviates from one at high urea concentration. In addition, the folding
route of apoflavodoxin that involves topological frustration is influenced by the
presence of urea. This in silico finding has agreed with in vitro far UV circular
dichorism data for apoazurin and cytochrome c. Thus, chemical and thermal
unfolding processes correlate in terms of thermodynamics and structural en-
sembles at most conditions, but deviations occur at high concentrations of
denaturant.
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A Simple Model of Protein Folding Kinetics Based on Native Topology
Geoffrey Rollins1, Ken Dill2.
1UCSF, San Francisco, CA, USA, 2Stony Brook University, Stony Brook,
NY, USA.
The folding rates of two-state proteins range over six orders of magnitude: from
microseconds to seconds. These folding rates correlate with contact order,
a simple measure of the topology of the native structure. The question we
would like to answer is the following: What physical principles underlie the
correlation between folding rates and contact order? To answer this question,
we’re developing a simple master equation model based on native contacts
and loop-closure entropies. Our hypothesis is that folding proceeds mostly
through the closure of small loops, and that large loop closures are slower
and less important.
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Computational Study of the Thermodynamics and Stability of Two Trp-
Cage Miniprotein Sequences
Charles A. English, Angel E. Garcia.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY, USA.
The Trp-Cage is widely considered to be a model system to in the field of pro-
tein folding. The folded structure of the TC10b Trp-Cage miniprotein has been
experimentally shown to be more stable than that of the most commonly inves-
tigated variant, TC5b, yet remains almost unstudied in comparison. In this
study, we seek to computationally verify and understand the greater stability
of the TC10b Trp-Cage miniprotein through the use of replica exchange molec-
ular dynamics (REMD) simulations. Furthermore, we seek to compare directly
with experiment through the use of charged ends as opposed to the capped, neu-
tral ends commonly used in simulations. While the difference in amino acid se-
quences yields a greater stability for the folded structure, the additional charges
create stable charge-charge interactions for various configurations present in
the unfolded state. Furthermore, the dominant charge interactions governing
the folding kinetics differ from TC10b to TC5b. Due to these charge differ-
ences, we notice a longer equilibration time for TC10b as opposed to
TC5b.Based on this result we speculate that the folding time of TC10b is slower
than for the fast folding Tc5b sequence.
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Is Rigidity Conserved Across the Class A Beta-Lactamase Family?
Deeptak Verma, Dennis R. Livesay.
University of North Carolina at Charlotte, Charlotte, NC, USA.
Antibiotic overuse has resulted in an evolved class of b-lactamase (BL) pro-
teins that can hydrolyze extended spectrum antibiotics. BL, produced by bac-
teria, hydrolyzes the b-lactam ring of penicillin and chemically related
structures, thus rendering the antibiotic ineffective. NMR and MD results sug-
gest that the TEM-1 class A BL structure is quite rigid. In this study, we char-
acterize flexibility of 15 related Class A BL proteins, which includes several
extended spectrum antibiotic resistance. We employ a Distance Constraint
Model (DCM). The DCM is a computational modeling scheme that integrates
thermodynamic and mechanical descriptions to compute Quantitative Stability/
Flexibility Relationships (QSFR) of protein structure [1, 2]. QSFR results sug-
gest that rigidity is constant throughout the BL Class A family, although many
site-specific differences in flexibility and rigidity are also present. Interestingly,
our results show appreciable diversity within theU-loop, which is important for
substrate recognition and catalysis. We will attempt to correlate differences inactive-site dynamics with antibiotic resistance. Taken together, our collective
results provide a biophysical framework to characterize evolution within the
class A BL family.
[1] Jacobs, D.J., and Dallakyan, S. Elucidating protein thermodynamics from
the three-dimensional structure of the native state using network rigidity. Bio-
phys. J, 2005. 88: p. 903-15.
[2] Livesay, D.R., Dallakyan, S., Wood, G.G. and Jacobs, D.J. A flexible
approach for understanding protein stability. FEBS Lett, 2004. 576: p. 468-67.
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Structure Based Protein Models and In Vitro Experiments to Investigate
the Folding Landscape of the Human Obesity Protein Leptin
Ellinor Haglund, Joanna I. Sulkowska, Patricia A. Jennings, Jose´ Onuchic.
CTBP, La Jolla, CA, USA.
Jeffery Friedman discovered the human obesity gen in 1994. The expressed
hormone leptin plays a key role in regulating energy intake/expenditure
through the JAK/STAT signaling pathway. Even though, biologically, it is
a well-studied protein not much is known about the biophysical properties.
The mature protein is 146 residues (16kDa) buildup of 5 a-helixes and one sta-
bilizing disulfide bond. This disulfide bridge encloses the C-terminal cysteine
with residue 96 into a 50 residues long loop, creating a ‘so-called’ cysteine
knot.
In this research we explore the free energy landscape through structure-based
protein models (Ca- and all-atom) and experiments (CD and fluorescence).
The result shows that leptin can fold both in its reduced- and oxidized state.
Even though the oxidized protein has a non-trivial pathway, where the N-termi-
nal has to ‘thread’ through the loop to reach the native state, the folding land-
scape looks almost the same as for the reduced protein. The first event of
folding is to form the loop or horseshoe (in the reduced state) constructed of
a4 and a5 to stabilize the structure. Secondly, a3 is pulled into position: Either
by a slipknot, backing into the loop in the oxidized state or by being pulled back
to the correct conformation behind the horseshoe in the reduced state. The drag-
ging force for this slipknot event is pulled from the energetic gain of zipping a2
together with a5. The last step is to fold a1 into its native conformation in the
back of the structure between a5 and a2.
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Protein Knot Forming, Terminal-Through-Loop Threading Events can
Occur on the Microsecond (<10) Timescale
Jeffrey Noel, Joanna Sulkowska, Jose Onuchic.
UCSD, La Jolla, CA, USA.
Protein knots represent some of the most complex topologies observed in pro-
teins. Molecular dynamics simulations using simplified, structure-based, pro-
tein models have mapped the free energy landscape of trefoil knotted
proteins. This study (see figure) suggested that folding knots involves the pro-
tein terminal threading a native-like loop formed in a pre-ordered intermediate.
The structure-based protein models neglect residual energetic roughness that
may become important in exotic protein conformations such as threading poly-
peptide loops. Here, we present detailed atomic simulations of these threading
events, starting from conformations suggested by structure-based folding tra-
jectories. The simulations were performed on the Anton supercomputer using
the AMBER99SB forcefield, totaling 80 microseconds. Completed threading
events, both plugging and slipknotting, starting from pre-ordered intermediates
were observed with durations of 1 to 4
microseconds. The bulkier slipknot-
ting conformation depended on large
loop fluctuations to advance. Due to
the lack of backtracking observed,
the pre-ordered intermediates repre-
sent a significant local minimum on
the energy landscape and show that
from these intermediates knotting is
a downhill process.
[1] JK Noel et al. (2010) Slipknotting
upon native-like loop formation in
a trefoil knot protein. PNAS
